
Ski report: Happy St. Paddy’s
Day

Wear green and celebrate St. Patrick’s Day on
the slopes.

Here is the March 17 ski report.

— Curtis Fong

Ski report: Follow the sun
Get out early to enjoy the machine groomed
corduroy, then follow the sun surfaces.

Here is the March 16 ski report.

— Curtis Fong
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Ski report: Not many layers
needed

Spring conditions prevail.

Here is the March 15 ski report.

— Curtis Fong

Ski  report:  Wax  your  skis,
board

Follow the sun and wax your skis.

Here is the March 14 ski report.

— Curtis Fong
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Ski report: Hot, hot, hot
Spring has arrived a bit early. Wear plenty of
sunscreen and lip balm.

Here is the March 13ski report.

— Curtis Fong

Ski  report:  Drink  lots  of
water

More warm weather is on tap. Stay hydrated.

Here is the March 12 ski report.

— Curtis Fong
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Ski report: Don’t ski out of
bounds

More fresh powder and continued chance of snow
showers throughout the day.

Wear good goggles — yellow or rose tinted.

Ski and ride with a buddy and stay in bounds on open runs and
terrain only.

Here is the March 8 ski report

— Curtis Fong

Ski  report:  Big  flakes
falling

Get the fat skis out.

Here is the March 7 ski report.

— Curtis Fong
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Ski report: Winter is back
Dress for winter conditions.

It is bound to take you longer to get to your resort of choice
based on the snow still coming down, wind blowing and roads
full of white stuff.

Some lifts are starting the day on wind hold.

Here is the March 6 ski report.

— Curtis Fong

Ski  report:  Get  out  before
the storm hits

Clouds and wind will be increasing by late in
the day.

Eight to 14 inches of snow are predicted to fall above 7,000
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feet tonight, which means tomorrow could be a powder day.

Some lifts at Squaw are starting on wind hold.

Here is the Feb. 5 ski report.

— Curtis Fong
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